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The Big Issues
Why the shoe industry is riveted by the presidential primaries.
By Margaret Sutherlin

s the 2016 presidential primaries
turn into one of the most unpredictable and anti-establishment
races in decades, footwear executives say they’re concerned about
future business, thanks in large part to candidates’ wide-ranging positions on foreign trade.
The race for the White House — with businessman Donald Trump and former Secretary of
State Hillary Clinton the frontrunners — comes
at a time when the industry is hoping Congress
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will approve the cornerstone of President
Barack Obama’s economic legacy: the TransPacific Partnership trade agreement, or TPP.
According to estimates by the Footwear Distributors and Retailers of America, the industry
could save as much as $6 billion in tariffs in the
first decade if the deal goes through.
But the controversial 12-nation agreement
has served as a lightning rod for protectionist
trade policy talk on the campaign trail.
“[Voters are] responding to the dysfunction

The next primary elections are in Arizona, Idaho and Utah on March 22.

and lack of action in Washington the past eight
years, a global landscape that has a lot more
volatility and a slow-burn recovery. I think it’s
driven people to the edges,” said Blake Krueger,
CEO, chairman and president of Wolverine
World Wide. “I’m very concerned that if TPP
isn’t passed now and goes to the next president
the passage will be more difficult.”
In particular, candidates Trump, Sen. Bernie
Sanders and Clinton use anti-trade rhetoric
in most of their speeches. With 98 percent of
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“We have
politicians out
there using TPP as
a piñata to bolster
their popularity
because it sounds
good to the average
American.”

U.S. shoes imported, such
RG Barry CEO Greg Tunney
positions could potentially
become damaging. Sen. Ted
Cruz has said he won’t vote for TPP if it comes up. Only
Ohio Gov. John Kasich has said he supports the deal.
“If the pendulum swings from full trade liberalization
to increasing import duties like some candidates have
proposed, then it would have a much more dramatic and
negative impact on not just the industry, but on the consumer, too,” said Matt Priest, president of the FDRA.
Several business leaders voiced similar concerns.
“We have politicians out there using TPP as a piñata to
bolster their popularity because it sounds really good to
the average American,” said Greg Tunney, president and
CEO of Ohio-based RG Barry. “It’s sort of the dirty secret
in D.C. I haven’t met anyone yet who has said [free trade
is] bad for footwear and that they believe in people paying more for shoes.”
While Congress’ approval of TPP was contentious from
the start, especially with a shortened congressional calendar and campaign distractions, experts said they’re feeling pressure to get the deal passed as soon as possible.
“Right now, [the candidates] all have a problem with
the proposed TPP, but I haven’t heard specifics about
their objections other than the sound bite,” said Rick
Muskat, principal of Deer Stags. “On the Democratic
side, it’s that it’s costing the U.S. factory jobs. On the
other side, they’re saying the administration negotiated
a terrible deal, but there is no substance or policy behind
[those assertions].”
Sanders, who has been consistent in his anti-trade
stance, said he is willing to repeal the 1994 NAFTA trade
deal. He also added that TPP legislation would be dead
on arrival under his administration — a point that largely
led him to a primary victory in Michigan.
Clinton, meanwhile, has changed her support for free
trade. Just last week at a rally in Ohio, she said: “When I
saw what was in [TPP], it was clear to me that there were
too many loopholes and too many opportunities for folks
to be taken advantage of.”
Industry watchers said Clinton’s change of heart
was disappointing because she served in the administration that brokered TPP. Some players hoped she
might move back to the center on trade once the pres-
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Fashion Votes
on Instagram

STEVEN KOLB
“That time in 2008 when
@dvf & I went to Washington
to lobby for copyright protection with then Sen. Clinton.
She’s got my vote. #hillary”

EMILY RATAJKOWSKI
“Super Tuesday is here! If
you’re in one of the 13 states
voting today, make sure to
get out there and vote. #feel
thebern #supertuesday”

IVANKA TRUMP
“My father has always taught
me to think big. Today, he
set his sights higher than
ever before. I was incredibly
honored to introduce him.”
Ted Cruz,
John Kasich,
Donald Trump

PRABAL GURUNG
“Eagerly awaiting 2016.
Madame President, @Hillary
Clinton you are my champion.
You have my vote.”

A U.S. International Trade Commission report on TPP is expected to be released on May 18.
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Bernie Sanders,
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sure of pleasing the electorate was over.
Even on the Republican side — the stronghold of
free-trade policy — Trump has argued for a wall along the
Mexico border, which would hinder U.S. trade relations
with its footwear-producing neighbor. Trump also has
proposed a 45 percent tariff on imported Chinese goods.
“Free trade is important because whether you’re a designer, merchandiser or retail analytics person, your job
is reliant on having free trade. If we have to pay higher
tariffs, it means we hire less people,” said Tunney.
To that end, the National Retail Federation estimated
about 7 million retail jobs are directly tied to free trade.
Footwear executives also said they fear an anti-trade
administration would hurt domestic manufacturing and
business development in the U.S. — easily a sore spot
since American-made footwear has slowly risen in the
past five years.
Nike generated headlines last summer by promising 10,000 manufacturing jobs in the U.S. over the next
decade should TPP be approved.
While executives noted more jobs would be created
with liberalized trade, they said the government must
equally pursue improving the nation’s infrastructure.
From roads and interstates to key ports, the U.S. lags
behind other nations, and manufacturers know it.
“For trade, our ports are in need of work,” said Muskat. “Our capacity just isn’t there for the volume. The
foundation of a strong economy is strong infrastructure.”
Executives also pointed to tax code reform for business development. The U.S. has the highest corporate tax
in the world, and it’s no surprise that industries are moving headquarters off-shore.
“We have made the U.S. the most expensive place in
the world to do business or be headquartered. We need
to stop using the tax code for political, social or lobbying reasons,” said Krueger. Simplifying the code, limiting
deductions and finding a bipartisan way to bring back
companies that have moved abroad were key to future investment, said executives.

